33. Arterial hypotension

Level of blood pressure that is insufficient for adequate perfusion of organs (especially brain) - large inter-subject differences - usually it is below 100 mm Hg of systolic pressure, however, more decisive for perfusion is the mean pressure

- the brain has an autoregulatory mechanism for ensuring roughly constant perfusion irrespective of actual blood pressure - in the brain, perfusion remains about normal throughout the range ca 70 - 170 mm Hg of the mean arterial pressure
- however, in many situations mean blood pressure decreases below the critical level and hypoperfused brain displays dysfunctions up to unconsciousness 

Etiology of hypotension
● acute hypotension
- syncope, collapse, critical in circulatory shock, light acute dyhydration (e.g. in sweating)
● chronic
- in heart failure
- decreased sympathetic tonus
- Addison's disease (hypocorticalism of adrenal gland - dehydration with loss of permissive effect of glucocorticoids on catecholamines)
- chronic dehydration (Diabetes insipidus, tubular failure)
- side effect in some drugs, overdosing of antihypertonic drugs
- in some people there is primary hypotension as a part of their body characteristics - it is mainly in young asthenic women
- in very old people not only due to heart failure but also as a part of general senile atrophy of the nervous system - loss of sympathetic tonus and vasomotor activity - supported quite commonly by  dehydration - frequently causes orthostatic collapse

Pathogenesis (manifestations)
- first manifestations are usually from hypoperfusion of brain: fatigue, weakness, sleepiness, dizziness, Parkinsonism in older people 
- GIT symptomatology: loss of appetite, nausea, malabsorption - leads to asthenic habitus - still supports hypotonic factors
- low GF → development of periorbital edema during night
- low thermoregulation capacity (in cold - low perfusion of periphery, in heat - vasodilation intensifies hypotension 
- hypotensive symptomatology disables these people in many activities, they are very sensitive to factors causing vasodilation → worsening of hypotension up to collapse

Principles of therapy
- according to primary causes - supply of fluid volume, increase of heart MV
- main problem - peripheral vasodilation - treatment is difficult because of the significant unpleasant side effects of sympathomimetics (e.g. tachycardia - palpitation, dry mouth, sweating)





